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Top 100 golf courses in the world book

The top 100 golf courses in the world is the ranking list on which every golf facility would like to appear. The reality, however, is that most of the courses that are presented on our World Top 100 table are household names that have become permanent fixtures. Many of these great layouts have been ranked in the world's Top 100 since the top of the golf course rankings. The old course at St Andrews, Augusta National, Royal
Melbourne, Pebble Beach and Muirfield are all championship venues with a centuries-old history. Any list that doesn't have any of the aforementioned courses would be incredible. So how hard is it for a course to become world ranking? The short answer is rock hard. However, new courses appear on the list from time to time and with the best land, the right architect and a lot of money is all possible. Just ask Donald Trump. To see
our latest World Top 100, just scroll down on this page. To read our latest press release, click on the following link: Top 100 golf courses in the world. Golfers quickly give advice. There are books about breaking par, winning touraments, and gaining access to top clubs. Often, however, the same authors have not mastered the topic themselves. This time it's different. John Sabino, author of How to Play the Most Exclusive Golf Clubs in
the World: A Journey through the Pine Valley, Royal Melbourne, Augusta, Muirfield and More, has actually played all 100 of the world's top golf courses. He limited his journey to round 100 at Augusta National a few years ago. In his book he explains some of his methods to reach the exclusive golf havens of the world, which pride themselves on closed doors. As John will witness, the journey took perseverance and a degree of
madness. In this newsletter we talk to the author about what it took to visit the top 100 golf courses in the world and how what intially started as a blog turned into a how-to book about the game around the world. What was the thought process behind the launch of the Top 100 Golf Blog in the early days of your journey? At first I started the blog solely as a way to share my golf trips with friends. I have a core group of four to five guys
that I travel with and the blog was an easy way to share photos of courses and reminisce about trips. This is also why my approach has always been to give an honest opinion on whether I liked the course or not, since I never thought it would be widely read. We can guess that Augusta National had the hardest course to get into the top 100, but what was the most surprisingly difficult access to get? Other very difficult courses to access
are private courses in Japan because of language barriers and cultural differences. The same goes for a private course near Paris called Morfontaine. It taxed my network of contacts and I had to go for five separation degrees to find a member. In the U.S., Cypress Point It's hard; I was invited only once, and there was never a whiff of another invitation. Invitations. The golf club is difficult because it has only 125 members; and Wade
Hampton, Tom Fazio of course in the mountains of North Carolina is very difficult to play because being a member you have to own the property on the course, thereby limiting it to a small group. What is the longest journey with the shortest stay to play a course in the top 100? The longest journey was to play the Durban Country Club in South Africa. I did it over the Thanksgiving weekend to get out of my house, which was full of
relatives and relatives. It was a round trip of 15,000 miles, or more than half the circumference of the Earth. I was transiting through Cape Town and was in Durban in less than 24 hours. In total I was in the air more than I was on the ground on this trip! It was exhilirating. Tell us how the blog and the history of the game in the top 100 eventually became a book? I never intended to write a book about my golf journeys. The blog was
purely for fun and to share your opinion. After all, my blog attracted several million visitors. One day a New York publisher contacted me out of nowhere and asked if I would be interested in writing a book about it. My initial thought was no because the blog was focused on tracking my progress to play the top 100 courses, and without the suspense of the journey I thought I wouldn't have a good storyline. Over the years many people
have contacted me and asked for advice on how to access the courses, and many people have been helpful to me along the way, hosting me or introducing me to provide access to private clubs. So I decided to make a book like like to give advice to people who want to conduct any type of golf quest. This is my little way to pay up front because it's hard to pay people back. In addition, I donate the proceeds from the sale of books to
charities that support children. Now that you've played them all, where would you set up shop in retirement if you could choose any of the 100? That's a good question. I have three answers. One could be on the east coast of Scotland so I could live the fantasy life of Scottish Laird and play all the world class courses nearby. The other would be San Francisco so I could live near the Monterey Peninsula for the same reason. Ultimately,
both of these places are too cold, since I want to retire somewhere where it's warm all year round, so I'd choose Charleston, S.C., so I could play every day at Yeamans Hall, an idyllic course. The combination of historic city, nearby beaches, southern hospitality and low-calorie cuisine is a tough combination that is hard to beat. And living three hours away from Augusta wouldn't be such a bad thing for someone obsessed with golf so I
could go to the Masters every year. How many of the top 100 you've played? Is this the goal you want to solve? Let us know in the comments below! Tags: Book, Book Review, Top 100 Golf © , Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Po: GOLF Editors November 20, 2019 Our experts course raters size up to the best golf courses on the planet Golf's Top 100 Courses in the World for 2020-21. There are many familiar names in this year's list
of the 100 best courses in the world. But it's good that there's new blood, too, right? Our brand new list includes 11 courses that have jumped inside the Top 100 this year, reflecting changing trends and an updated ranking. See the full list Added to the Top 100s You Played It's tempting to describe Golf Digest's fourth biennial ranking of the world's 100 Greatest Golf Courses as a contest between old age and youth, legends against
new children, Old Guard vs. Upstarts. (Opening photo number 2, Tara Iti) I'm not talking about the architects responsible for the courses, but about the courses themselves. Twenty-three of the 100 greatest courses outside the United States in 2020-'21 were founded in the 19th century, including Northern Ireland's Royal County Down, No.1 in our world rankings for the third time in a row. Of course, each of these 23 courses has been
expanded, revised, modified, modified and reconstructed many times over many decades, but they have been heralded in youth and remain cherished today in the eyes of our Course Ranking Group, which includes over 1,700 North American golfers and over 350 international players. The old guard dominates the top 10. There's No.3 Muirfield, established in 1891, No. 4 by Royal Dornoch (1892) and No.6 Old Course at St Andrews
(1848). Royal Portrush, the site of last year's Open Championship and ranked eighth, has been around since 1888. Further down the list of veteran layouts are less altered and more reflective of the earlier game of persimmons and even hickory: the delightful North Berwick (1877) at No.39, the natural Machrihanish (1876) at No.46 and the classic Prestwick (1851) at No.66. The old guard is all vintage designs that still carry a lot of
influence. But there is a youth movement on every corner of our latest ranking. Thirty ranking courses were built in the 21st century, including two in the top 10 and seven of the top 20. Almost a third of the courses on our list are not yet 20 years old; five of them are not even five years old. The No.1 Royal County Down, originally routed by Old Tom Morris and then fiddled with a half-dozen designers (most recently Donald Steele), is
being challenged by Tari Iti in New York, a dazzling Tom Doak design from 2015, which debuted at No.6 in 2018 and racing at No.2 on this review. But, in truth, our world ranking is not as polarizing as statistics seem. Panellists do not study birth certificates or sales dates. They are studying the architecture of the course, and if Tara Iti has a chance to ever replace Royal County Down on top, it's because Doak's design reflects the
same strategy and features that have made Royal County Down so admired and feared for centuries. It just might be that Tara Iti, and his young relatives, add a few more crowd-pleasing wrinkles. No 1 VERSUS No 2 County Down and Tara Itie have some things common and some obvious differences: the routes have a glorious natural flow among the sand dunes on the ocean, large and small. The dunes of County Down are mostly
covered with thick marram grass and dotted with flowering mountains; Tara Iti has much more open sand. Both have bunkers snarling with heavy turf moustaches, but those in Tara Ichi mostly merge with the surrounding raw sand. Both have blind shots. White stones and barber's pillars are a target in County Down; In Tara Ichi, there are herbaceous buffets visible to feed shots in the hidden greenery. Put surfaces in Royal County
Down are flat but small and hard to hit when wind blusters leave the nearby Irish Sea. The greens in Tara Iti are great with countless handles and dips, and more recovery options for shots blown by the wind of the Pacific Ocean. Both layouts represent links to golf, where yards mean fewer than shot-making. Many consider Royal County Down the highest test of his game, which is why he earns such high scores. Tara Ichi offers a
wider range of angles and bailouts, perhaps making him more playable and thus the main contender among the latest generation of world-class courses. The talent of the architects concerned should not be discounted. The old Tom Morris, whose craft involved a rudimentary bid of fairways and greens where the land offered, is responsible for the original layouts of seven ranked courses-most of any architect. Aside from County Down,
Muirfield, Royal Dornoch and Royal Portrush in the top 10, there are also No.31 Lahinch, No.53 Cruden Bay and No.66 Prestwick. He also revamped two of the top 100 courses, the No.6 Old Course at St Andrews and No.20 Carnoustie. Many of its original routes remain. Doak, whose career was based on adopting the Old School idea of allowing nature to dictate design, but who also uses modern technology to enhance topography,
where Mother Nature lags behind, has been associated with 11 of the top 100. Aside from Tara Iti, he and his dedicated team have developed no.16 Barnbougle Dunes, No.22 Cape Kidnappers and Australia's St Andrews Beach, which is tied for No.91. Doak also reconstructed seven others, including both 18s at Royal Melbourne and No.70 Mid Ocean Club in Bermuda. RAPID RISES As hot as Tara Iti, this is not the most dramatic
rise on our list among 21st century designs. The six-year-old South Cape Owners Club in Korea, debuting at number 49 in 2018, is in 40th place this year. Designed by Kyle Phillips (which also has No.27 Kingsbarns and No.48 Yas Links to our list, and the renovation credit at No.7 Morfontaine and No.38 Valderrama) runs along the rocky cliffs of the ocean's coastline. It has two par 3s over Ocean Bay and another that plays on the
frighteningly narrow green on the peninsula. It's rugged where Tara Iti is graceful and it's conceivable that both could compete for No 1 spot in our next world rankings. The growth of the South Cape has been but it wasn't the biggest big this year's list. The Fuji course at Kawana In Japan (a 20th-century twinner design) has risen 49 positions, from No.75 in 2018 to No. 26 in 2020. A 1932 mock-up of English architect C.H. Alison, he
occupies an ocean bluff just like the South Cape and several others in this ranking. Incidentally, Alison's longtime design partner, H.S. Colt, has 13 courses on the list (six originals, seven remaking), matching Martin Hawtree (one original, 12 remodels) for most on the list of one architect. Of the 10 courses that join our World 100 ranking, four are 21st century designs: No 88 Trump International Golf Links Doonbeg in Ireland (2002). No
89 Ba Na Hills Golf Club in Vietnam (2016). No 90 Ayodha Communications in Thailand (2007). No.94 Kinloch Golf Club in New York (2007). Only one newcomer was the Old Guard layout: No 78 Royal Cinque Ports in Kent, England. It was originally opened in 1895. The remaining five newly ranked courses are 20th century designs: No.63 Tokyo Golf Club (1939 layout back in the rankings after two years of absence). No 82 Le Golf
National Albatross course in France (opened in 1990 and site of the 2018 Ryder Cup). No 96 Portsttable (Strand) in Northern Ireland (1910). No 98 Trali in County Kerry, Ireland (1986). No 100 Royal Course at Gleneagles Hotel in Scotland (1919). For those who suspect that our future world rankings will be dominated by Upstarts, there is this fact: of the 10 courses from 2018 that failed to stay on our last ranking, six were 21st century
designs and four were out of the 20th century. No 19th-century design has fallen off our list. The old guard is not just well-established, it is entrenched. For more information about the World 100 and for country country rankings, please go to golfdigest.com/go/100greatest. RELATED: Top courses in 206 countries (Note: Brackets indicate previous rate rating. when the US courses were included.) 1 ROYAL COUNTY DOWN G.C.
(CHAMPIONSHIP) Newcastle, Northern Ireland Old Tom Morris (1889), Donald Steele (reconstructed, 1998) 7186 yards, par 71 on a clear spring day, with Dundrum Bay to the east, Mount Morne in the south and gorse covered dunes in golden bloom, no more loveable golfing spot. The design is attributed to Old Tom Morris, but has been perfected by half a dozen architects in the last 120 years, most recently by Donald Steele.
Although the greens are surprisingly flat, as if to compensate for rugged terrain and numerous blind shots, bunkers are a definite highlight, most of them with arched eyebrows of dense grass marrams and impenetrable clusters of heather. You're using an unsupported version of Internet Explorer. Please go to Internet Explorer 11 or use another web browser. 2 (6) TARA ITI G.C. Mangawhai, N.Y. Tom Doak (2015) 6,840 yards, par 71
American designer Tom Dock from what was covered with Sahara pine The east coast of the North Island of New York, it has far more connections like that than other coastal country courses, most of which are on a cliff. Doak and design associate Brian Slawnik spent more than two years gently resculpting sandy soil in hummocks, punchbowls and sand dunes that look like they were shaped by wind and vegetative nature. There's a
lot of sand, but no bunkers. Golfers can ground the club anywhere. With openings inspired by Cypress Point, Royal Dornoch and Royal St. George's, and views all over Hauraki Bay, this may be the answer of New York's Carmel Bay Pebble Beach. The biggest meeting of land and sea is undoubtedly up for discussion. 3 MUIRFIELD Gullane, Scotland Old Tom Morris (1891), H.S. Colt (1925), Martin Hawtree (2011) 7,245 yards, par 71
Muirfield universally admired as a discreet, simple connection to fairways seemingly containing a million road kicks. With the exception of a blind tee shot on the 11th, each shot is visible and clearly defined. The greens are the right size to match the expected iron approach. Routing changes direction on each hole to create different wind conditions. The front runs clockwise, back counterclockwise, but the story mistakenly credits Old
Tom Morris with Muirfield's return nines. This was the result of a redesign of the H.S. Colt in 1925. 4 (ROYAL DORNOCH G.C. (CHAMPIONSHIP) Scotland Old Tom Morris (1892), George Duncan (1947), Donald Steele (1993), Tom McKenzie (2013) 6704 yards, 70 Herbert Warren Wind called it the most natural course in the world. Tom Watson called it the most fun he had when playing golf. , dornoch's greens, some Old Tom Morris,
others John Sutherland or 1920 Open champion George Duncan, sit mostly on the plateau and don't really benefit bounce and run golf. Here's the problem: a blow to these greens in the Dornoh wind. 5 ROYAL MELBOURNE G.C. (WEST) Black Rock, Australia Alistair McKenzie, Alex Russell (1931), Tom Doak (2015-'16) 6,645 yards, par 72 Alistair McKenzie 1926 router fits cosyly into the contours of rolling sandy land coast. Its
greens are miniature versions of the surrounding topography. Its crisp bunkering, with vertical edges, a foot or higher, chew into the fairways and put surfaces. Most holes doglegs, so the distance means nothing, and the angle in the pin is everything. For championships, holes 8 and 9 and 13 to 16 are missed in favor of six of the East Course, which ranks 28th. This composite course was once recognized as one of the best in the
world by several publications. 6 '5' OLD COURSE AT ST. FIFE FIFE, Scotland Allan Robertson (1848), Old Tom Morris (1865-'85), Martin Hawtree (2013-'14) 7,279 yards, par 72 Old Course at St Andrews is zero for all golf architecture. Every course since then has been either responding to one or more of it his or in return against it. Architects either favour blind shots of the Old Course or hate them, either hug St Andrews' huge
greens or consider them a waste of turf. The latest polarising theme: Martin Hawtrey's design changes in the run-up to the 2015 Open, which many had previously considered blasphemy. After the dramatic victory of zach Johnson in overtime, few mentioned the changes. For the first time in history, the Old Course hosted the Senior Open Championship in 2018, won by Miguel Angel Jimenez. 7 (14) MORFONTAINE G.C France Tom
Simpson (1927), Kyle Phillips (2004) 6,584 yards, pairs 70 Timeless 1927 design north of Paris by British architect Tom Simpson, Morfontaine suspiciously similar to a wasteland course around London, with wind of Scottish pines and a clump of rope at the top of the sand base. But it's tougher than Sunningdale or St George's Hill, and the forest surrounding the holes is much denser. Thirteen years ago, American architect Kyle Phillips
updated the layout, adding a new 12th green to extend the par 5 to 60 yards. It fits perfectly. 8 ROYAL PORTRUSH G.C. (DUNLUCE) Northern Ireland Tom Gilroy (9, 1888), Old Tom Morris (9, 1889), H.S. Colt (1933), Martin Ebert (2015) 7,317 yards, par 72 Portrush is still the only Irish course to host the Open. The old Tom Morris design, redesigned by the H.S. Colt in the 1930s, was an outdoor site back in 1951, and again in 2019.
In preparation, architect Martin Ebert added new seventh and eighth holes fashioned out of the ground on the Valley Course Club to replace his weak 17th and 18th. Ebert has retained colt greens, considered one of the best set put surfaces in the world. RELATED: What it took to turn Royal Portrush into a fully-loaded Open venue david Cannon/Getty Images 9 (49) SOUTH CAPE OWNERS CLUB Namhae Island, South Korea Kyle
Phillips (2013) 7,313 yards, par 72 Open in five years, is Kyle Phillips' design slowly gaining attention as visitors from around the world compare his stunning design to everything from Kingsbar to Phillips (another design, Phillips which also has an ocean view from each tee) to the dog's teeth (South Cape has even more holes along the coast) in Cabot Cliffs (there will be a discussion about what has a more dramatic ocean-carry 16th
hole) (anyway South Cape's tiny down par-3 14th thumb in the ocean is more treacherous than a short seventh at Pebble Beach.) Look for the South Cape to move up the world rankings in the future. 10 TRUMP TURNBERRY (AILSA) Scotland P.M Ross (1951), Martin Ebert (2015) 7,489 yards, par 71 Legendary Links ravaged World War II, architect Philip MacKenzie Ross re-installed it to his current quality, tearing off runways to
create dramatic drama nine and building a set of diverse greens, some receptive, others not so much. After Donald Trump acquired the course, Martin Ebert of Mackenzie and Ebert made notable changes, creating new par 3s at Nos. 6 and 11, turning the old par-4 ninth into an ocean-edge par 3, and turning the fifth, 10th and 14th into par 5s and 17th into a long par 4. New tees on the 18th eliminate your old dogleg tee shot. To
complete the new look, Ebert replaced the facing bunkers with ragged edges. Courtesy Trump Turnberry You use an unsupported version of Internet Explorer. Please go to Internet Explorer 11 or use another web browser. 11 (9) CABOT CLIFFS Inverness, Nova Scotia, Canada Bill Kor, Ben Crenshaw (2015) 6,765 yards, par 72 Another sensational Bill Kor and Ben Crenshaw design, Cabot cliffs overflowing with its southernmost
holes in Lahinch-like sand dunes, its northernmost atop Pebble Beach-type ocean cliffs and cliffs. Course has six par 5s, including three in the space of four holes, and six par 3s, as well as an extra one-shot bye hole toward the fourth. Sporting the same fescue turf mix as the near sister course Cabot Links (rated T-35), some tee shots seem to roll forever, but so do the errant shots that miss the greens. The rock-edged par-3 16th is
fast becoming one of the game's most photographed holes. John and Jannine Henebri 12 (13) KINGSTON HEATH G.C. Heatherton, Australia Des Soutar, Mick Morcombe 1925), Mike Clayton (2002) 7102 yards, par 72 considered Alistair McKenzie design, but actually Australian golf professional De Soutar designed the course in 1925. McKenzie made a brief visit the following year and offered bunkering, which was built by
greengrocer Mick Morcombe before he built the Two Courses Royal Melbourne. The bunkers are long, sinewy, shaggy, gnarled, blown and of course strategically placed. Some say McKenzie's tee-green patch bunkers on the par-3 15th set the standard for all Sandbelt layouts. David Cannon/Getty Images 13 (50) HIRONO G.C. Hyogo, Japan C.H. Alison (1932), Martin Ebert (2018-'19) 7169 yards, par 72 This is undoubtedly the best
design of globetrotting C.H. Alison, longtime partner of H.S. Colt. He laid out Hirono in the early 1930s in a hilly pine forest cut by ravines, clearing wide corridors and placing greenery on the ridges. What makes Hirono special is Alison's impressive bunkering, which ranged from diagonal cross bunkers, formidable bunkers and strings to dangling edges. Shortly after completion, the writers call Hirono Pine Valley of Japan. Michael Wolff
/ @BamaBearcat 14 8 SHANSIN BAY G.C. Hainan Island, China Bill Kor, Ben Crenshaw (2012) 6,894 yards, par 71 It has wide corridors surrounded by jungle pus, large intricate greens and attractive edge bunkering, but Shankin Bay is perhaps the most controversial design of Bill Coore's highly regarded firm and and Crenshaw ever built. Partly because it was created on a site much more durable than the duo's usual tackle-land,
which housed the barracks of the World War II army, complete with stone tunnels. Routing Coore manages to pass the mountain property, but only with the help of some blind shots, two holes around the artificial irrigation pond and a very unusual finish with two manageable par 4s among the last three holes. All its quirks are worth it because its proximity along the South China Sea is outstanding. Courtesy Shanqin Bay G.C. 15 (12)
SUNNINGDALE G.C. (OLD) England Willie Park Jr. (1901), H.S. Colt 1922), Donald Steele (1986) 6,627 yards, par 70 Willie Park Jr. design, which dates back to 1901, this is perhaps the most advanced of its day. Shredded from pine forest, but routed like links, with the ninth at the far end of the property, it plays like links, too, there is a sandy base under the lawn. The old one has great greenery as Park put a premium on the
approach to put, and crafty bunkers like with angular cross-bunkers and necklaces made of sand hampered direct routes to some greenery. For American visitors, the appearance of Sunningdale resembles Pine Valley or Pinehurst. 16 (11) BARNBOUGLE DUNES Bridport, Australia Tom Doak, Mike Clayton (2004) 6,724 yards, par 71 A 2004 collaborations by American superstar designer Tom Dock and Australian tour-pro-turned-
architect Michael Clayton, Barnbougle Dunes is a huge 18 in a fantastic stretch of sand along the dunes of the Bass Strait, the sea that Tasmania separates from Melbourne. What's most fascinating is that the back nine is completely reversing from the way Doak originally trashed it. So was the site so good that once construction began, Didak and Clayton were able to find nine new green sites at opposite ends of the hole originally
envisaged? Or have they created these natural green sites? 17 BALLIBUNIER G.C (OLD) Ireland Lionel Hewson (9, 1906), Reginald Beale (9, 1927), Tom Simpson (1937), Martin Hawtree (2011), Graham Webster (2015) 6,802 yards, par 71 Ballybunion was always great, but it wasn't until they moved the club in 1971 at the south end, which it became exciting. The move turned an old anticlimactic finish back-to-back par 5s, into the
fourth and fifth holes, and shifted new closing holes on those in the spectacular dunes north of the intersection of the Shannon River and the Atlantic Ocean. Honorary Member Tom Watson proposed modest design changes in the 1990s. Five years ago, Martin Hawtrey added new tees on the dunes on several holes. Photo by David Cannon/Getty Images 18 (23) CLUB AT NINE BRIDGES Jeju Island, South Korea David Dale, Ron
Fream (2001); David Dale, Steve Wenzloff (2016) 7,196 yards, par 72 Our Korean affiliates call the club on nine bridges of the Taj Mahal golf course. After all, architects Ronald Frim and David Dale about $40 million in the early 2000s of its creation. (The entire project, including land, club, villa and spa, costs $100,100 The site was a volcanic rock, topped with 150,000 cubic meters of sand as the basis for curved grass fairways and
greenery. The site had natural streams edged with massive Japanese maples and 20-foot Korean azaleas, but they also transplanted 300 mature evergreen plants like Cryptomeria and Cedars for extra color. With lakes connected by cascading vie, and a par-5 18th finish on a green island, the course hosts the CJ Cup and Nine Bridges, the first official PGA Tour event to be held in Korea. 19 ELLERSTON G.C. Hunter Valley, Australia
Greg Norman (2001) 7,312 yards, par 72 No other course on the World Top 100 is so brutally honest about his intention to be a ball buster. The late media mogul Kerry Packer instructed Greg Norman to build him the toughest course in the country, and Norman did it. Route on the slopes and in the valley on Packer's estate, it has water in play on half holes. A superb aerial game is needed to clear deep bunkers and reach the greens
sitting dangerously close to Pages Creek. After it opened, Norman said: We didn't have to consider forward tees, resort traffic or weaker hitters. We were able to create a course that a golfer of my caliber would like to play every day. 20 CARNUSTI G. LINKS (CHAMPIONSHIP) Scotland Allan Robertson (1838), Old Tom Morris (1895), James Wright (1931), Martin Hawtree (2006), Martin Ebert (2016) 7421 yards, par 71 Perhaps the
most homely, of course, the longest and hardest of open places, Carnousty is a non-holds-barred layout designed to test the best. James Braid is usually credited with the real design, but it was green chairman James Wright who in 1931 created a stirring last three holes, with 17 and 18 chased twists, turning Barry Byrne. In the 1968 Open, Jack Nicklaus complained that a pen in the middle of the ninth fairway kicked his drives into the
rough. When he returned to the 1975 Open Championship, he discovered that he had been converted into a pot bunker. 21 (CAPE WICKHAM LINKS King Island), Australia Mike DeVry, Darius Oliver (2015) 6,725 yards, par 72 American Mike Devry and Australian golf writer Darius Oliver collaborated on a breathtaking spot along the Bass Strait, an infamous stretch of the Australian coast that was once shipwrecked on many journeys.
Routing on this glorious collection of holes is heart pounding, starting with rocks and crashing surf, moving inland but not out of the wind, returning to the edge of the ocean on the descent of the 10th, pitch shot 11th and dry par-4 12th. He then wanders into the dunes before crescendo closing the hole curved along Victoria Cove beach, which is in play at low tide. 22 KIDNAPPER OF CAPE G. CSE. Hawk Bay, New York 7,143 yards,
par 71 Not Links, is more like stratospheric Pebble Beach, high atop a windswept plateau about 500 feet above the sea. 2004 design really demonstrates non-specific philosophy architect Tom Duck, who ran the holes back and forth along a series of ridges perpendicular to the shoreline, most framed deep deep The fairways are wide, but Doak rewards bold tee shots that flirt with gullies and sets strategies using some of the deepest
bunkers he's ever built. Cape Kidnappers also won the 2012 Golf Environment Leaders Award, co-sponsored by Golf Digest. T-23 ROYAL BIRKDALE G.C Southport, England George Lowe (1897), F.G. Hawtree, J.H. Taylor (1931), Fred W. Hawtree (1974-'85), Martin Hawtree (2010) 7.156 yards, par 70 Jordan Spieth's remarkable Open victory in 2017, Royal Birkdale also the venue for past British Open, Ryder Cups, Walker and
Curtis Cups. Three generations of Houtri design firm, the oldest in the world, are responsible for Royal Birkdale. Patriarch Frederick G. made a real design, with its surprisingly flat fairways and docile greenery between towering dunes, in 1931. Thirty years later, Fred W.'s son reconstructed it by adding the now classic par-3 12th. Forty years later, grandson Martin revised course for his ninth Open championship, one Spieth tried to
throw on the 13th before quickly rallying, going birdie-eagle on the next two holes to eventually win by three. T-23 (19) ROYAL MELBOURNE G.C. (EAST) Black Rock, Australia's Alex Russell (1932), Tom Doc (2012) 6,579 yards, par 71 Former Australian Open champion Alex Russell and greengrocer Mick Morcombe built the Western Course on Alistair McKenzie's plans and then added East in 1931, on a slightly less inspiring
ground, flattering and more wooded. But bunkering and green contours are very similar to the West. (McKenzie smashed a nine-20 East Course that was never built. A small drawback may be that all four par 3s play in the same northerly direction. The composite game of the tournament uses holes of the East 1-3 and 16-18 along with 12 western holes. David Cannon/Getty Images T-23 (20) ST. GEORGE'S G. AND C.C. Etobicoke,
Ontario, Canada Stanley Thompson (1930), Tom Dook, Ian Andrew (2015) 7014 yards, par 71 Outstanding Stanley Thompson design, he routed through forest-covered glacial lands, with winding fairways that diagonally cross valleys to the green, located on domes. Put the surfaces tightly bunkering and are full of hidden undulating. They are considered among Thompson's best bunkering, thanks in part to American architect Tom
Douk and Canadian architect Ian Andrew, who recently collaborated on bunkering restoration, emphasizing their wide lines and graceful movements. 26 (75) KAVANAGH HOTEL G. CSE. (FUJI) NO. Shizuoka, Japan C.H. Alison (1936) 6,691 yards, par 72 C.H. Alison 1936 design for Japan's first golf resort has long been called Japan's Pebble Beach, but the layout is much more mountainous. It is seen from the hole hole that falls
down the tumbling fairway framed by a twisted on the green with Sagami Bay as a backdrop. The sea also backgrounds a steep descent of the fourth, seventh, 10th, 11th, 14th and 15th holes. Unlike No. 13 13 Alison's bunkering is subdued here. Photo Atsushi Tomura/Getty Images 27 (30) KINGSBARNS G. LINKS St Andrews, Scotland's Kyle Phillips, Mark Parsinen (1999) 7,224 yards, par 72 Just down the shoreline from the links to
St. Andrews, Kingsbarns looks absolutely natural in its reference environment. It's a tribute to owner Mark Parsinen and architect Kyle Phillips (both Californians) who collaborated on turning a lifeless farm field into a course that deceives even the most discerning eyes. The routing is ingenious, crescent-shaped along the Fife coast, with holes on three separate levels (130 feet of height change in all) to provide ocean views from each
fairway. Six holes play right on the shoreline, and each hole offers genuine alternative attack angles. 28 (22) ROYAL ST. GEORGE'S G.C. Sandwich, England W. Laidlaw Purves (1887), H.S. Colt (1914), Martin Ebert (2010) 7,204 yards, par 70 Royal St. George's, in the dunes along the English Channel, this is what writer Adam Lawrence calls the perfect combination of championship golf and gentle quirks. His quirks include a duo of
massive bunkers that howly on tee shots on the par-5 fourth. Once as tall as a six-thousand-tall building, they have eroded over the years, and have been stabilized over the past 20 years by adding 93 rail links along their upper edges. A long-time member of the Open Company, Royal St George was the site of Darren Clarke's surprise victory in 2011. 29 (SWINLEY FOREST G.C. Ascot, England H.S. Colt (1911), Frank Pont (2012)
6,045 yards, par 69 from west of Sunningdale G.C. in the wasteland of London's Swinley Forest, which H.S. Colt described as the least bad course he's ever developed. Colt supposedly positioned them first and then built around them using the perfect balance of short and long par 4s on each nine. The par-3 is truly outstanding; 17th looks like he may have been a role model for the 10th AV. Tillinghast in the West course Winged Feet.
David Alexander/Getty Images 30 (41) ROYAL PORTHCAWL G.C. Wales Ramsay Hunter (1898), H.S. Colt (1919), Martin Ebert (2011) 7,065 yards, par 72 considered a seaside spot but not the true link, Royal Porthcawl, located on the south coast of Wales, has no return nines, but it's not due to the back-route routing either. Instead, the front nine moves clockwise in a crescent-shaped manner, with the back nine running
counterclockwise inside the crescent moon. Only the first three holes play next to the Bristol Canal, but there is ocean views and ocean winds on all the inland holes too, which are on higher ground. The 2017 Senior Open was contested at Royal Porthcawl, with Bernhard Langer winning a record 10th senior major. 31 (34) LAHINCH G.C. (OLD) Ireland Old Tom Morris (1894), Alistair McKenzie Martin Hawtrey (2003) 6,950 yards, par
72 considered by some to be St Andrews Ireland, magnificent references to Lahinch reflect the evolution of golf golf After Alistair McKenzie reconstructed it in the 1920s, only some of Old Tom Morris's original holes, such as Klondyke par-5 fourth, and Dell par-3 fifth, both with hidden greens, remained. In the 1980s, Donald Steele changed some of Mackenzie's holes and in the 2000s Martin Hawtree rebuilt everything and added four
new holes. One classic MacKenzie par 3, the old 13th, is now a bye hole. 32 CASA DE CAMPO (TEETH OF THE DOG) La Romana, Dominican Republic Pete Dye (1971) 7,471 yards, par 72 Dominican Republic is now a major golf destination. Dog teeth started all this back in 1971. Pete Dye was periodically rebuilt and updated to his early international masterpiece after repeated hurricane damage. The route is stunning, clockwise in
front of nine, counterclockwise back nine, with seven holes hunkered down on the ocean, no more than 20 feet above the surf. The sea is on the left on the holes from five to eight, on the right on the holes from 15 to 17. Each hole is unique and picturesque. Tony Arruza/Courtesy Casa de Campo/Leading Hotels of the World 33 (18) NEW SOUTH WALES G.C. Le Perouse, Australia De Soutar, Carnegie Clarke, Alistair McKenzie
(1928), Eric Upperley (1936), Greg Norman (2010), Tom Doak (2018) 6,829 yards, par 72 on the dramatic rugged coast of Botany Bay near Sydney, on the spot where Captain Cook first set foot on Australia in 1770, Laouse is famous for his ocean views and high winds. During his short but productive trip in 1926, Alistair McKenzie prepared the route for the course, but it was radically altered during the 1936 reconstruction by Eric
Upperly and neglect during World War II. A succession of postwar architects gradually restored the integrity of the design, most recently Greg Norman. Photograph: David Cannon/Getty Images 34 (DIAMANTE G.C. (DUNES) Cabo San Lucas, Mexico Davis Love III (2010) 7,160 yards, par 72 Mexico's first true references, styled by Davis Love III and his team of designers (including his brother Mark Love and designer Paul Cowley)
from a fantastic set of white sand dunes along the Pacific, huge parts of which are without vegetation and, Two holes on the back nine times have played past around the long lagoon but have been replaced by a new 12th and 13th holes on the beach. , Nova Scotia, Canada Rod Whitman (2013) 6,854 yards, par 70 Older sister No.11 Cabot Cliffs is not a natural bond, although he looks and plays like him. Cabot Links was made by
human designer-shaper Rod Whitman at a coastal coal mine staging an area that charred the mines beneath Bump-and-run at the firm's fescue turf game on this understated layout, with muted dunes, austere bunkering and gentle, generous greens. Call it that. Portmarnock, although Ireland have no match for the postcard Cabot par-4 11th, dogleg-left around the tidal pool of the yacht. In the early routes, that would be closing the
hole. T-35 PUNTA ESPADA G.C. Cap-Cans, Dominican Republic Jack Nicklaus (2006) 7,396 yards, Par 72 Jack Nicklaus got his start in golf design running with Pete Dye, and his 10-year-old Punta Espada is a live version of the dye 40-year-old Teeth Dogs course (No 32) further down the Dominican coast, from a wide area of waste to shiny white sand commonly associated with Pete's work, as well as low-lying greens and eight
green complexes right on the Caribbean coast. Punta Espada starts and ends in the Caribbean and returns to it at the start of the back nine, with an astonishing 249-yard, par-3 13 straight over Ocean Bay. T-35 SANDNINGDALE G.C. (NEW) England H.S. Colt (1923), Martin Hawtree (2010) 6,729 yards, par 70 H.S. Colt, who was club secretary from 1901 to 1913, put out a new course in 1923, well after he established his reputation
as a grand architect. This, by most, will be tougher than The No.15 Sunningdale Old, mainly because the colt's greens are smaller, with thin contours that push balls to bunkers hard along the collars. It's a toss-up about which course is prettier. Both have heather fields, pot, Scottish broom and clusters of pine, oak and silver birch. 38 (42) VALDERRAMA G.C. Sotogrande, Spain Robert Trent Jones (1975), Kyle Phillips (2012) 6,990
yards, par 71 Most famous as the 1997 Ryder Cup venue, won in Europe in squeak, Valderrama was a favorite design of the late architect Robert Trent Jones. Its tough, winding fairways, pinched at every turn by squat olive trees, led to surprisingly small putting surfaces protected by Trent's trademark splashy bunkers. Valderrama contains one of golf's most controversial holes: the par-5 17th guarded the water ahead, which
European captain Seve Ballesteros tightened for this Ryder Cup. This affected the result then and the game shifted again in 2017 when Sergio Garcia won the tournament of his own foundation, the Andalusia Valderrama Classic European Tour. His birdie on the 17th in the final round was a margin of victory. 39 (North BERWICK G.C. East Lothian, Scotland David Strath (1877), C.K. Hutchison (1935) 6,458 yards, par 71 North Berwick
must be played with good humour. The famous Redan par-3 15, blind off the tee, and the long, narrow 16th green with a sip separating the front and back of the plateau is certainly a model for the infamous Biarritz Green, albeit saying otherwise. David Cannon/Getty Images 40 (58) PORTMARNOCK G.C. (CHAMPIONSHIP) Ireland V.C Pickman, George Ross, Mungo Park Martin Hawtrey (2000-'04) 7,365 yards, par 72 True Ties in
The land with soft rather than dramatic dunes, Portmarnock, on a spit of land in the Irish Sea north of Dublin, is known for its routing, which has not been changed for a hundred years and was revolutionary at the time of the ever-changing wind direction with each shot. The links are also known for their fairness, as almost every feature is clearly in sight from tee to green. Which makes it a maze of bunkers and thin greens increasingly
testing. Photograph: David Cannon/Getty Images 41 (32) ST. GEORGE'S HILL G.C. Weybridge, England H.S. Colt (1913), Martin Hawtree (2003), Tim Lobb (2018) 6,526 yards, par 70 in his classic 1925 book, Links, Robert Hunter raved about H.S. Colt's daring dangers, well designed in St. George Hill. And although, 93 years later, some are now tamer, with less dangling, jagged edges, their placement is still ideal. Towering spruces
and patches of heather add extra challenges and charm to what many consider to be the best design of the Colt's wasteland, more stirring, even than the No.29 Swinley Forest. St. George's Hill's main 18, now The Blue and Red 9s, opened in 1913 as one of the first residential golf projects in the world. 42 (64) TRUMP INTERNATIONAL G. LINKS Balmedie, Scotland Martin Hawtree (2011) 7,428 yards, par 72 In just six years, this
Martin Hawtree design is set in a dramatic set of sand dunes, as can be found in golf, better than the No. T-23 Royal Birkdale and No 28 Royal St. George. Some dunes reach 100 feet above the fairways. All of them are covered with deep marram grasses. The fairways step and drop, often posing down lies in the mountain of goals. Each bunker is at least knee deep, surrounded by stacked-sod faces. The greenery sits and edges
deep hollows. The owner of Trump Golf Inc. wants to open; We suspect we'll host the Ryder Cup one day. 43 (37) KAURI CLIFFS Matauri Bay, N.Y. David Harman (2000) 7,151 yards, par 72 As Cape Steals 400 Miles Southeast, Cowrie Cliffs occupies an old sheep ranch on top of the ocean in front of plateaus riddled with canyons. Unlike the kidnappers, the 2000 layout of design-and-build guy Dave Harman Orlando, has hills native
rough, fern stands and more forced to endure the gorge. The topography allowed Harman to hold the seventh and eighth and 14th and 17th holes parallel to the Edge of the Pacific Ocean, albeit a few hundred feet above him. Unfortunately, Harman died in 2004 of tongue cancer. Kauri Cliffs was his best achievement. JACK G. CSE POINT. John Darby (2008) 6,986 yards, par 72 John Darby, a New york land planner and golf
architect, route Jack Point from the Valley Club to the Plateau and down again to offer sterling views of Lake Wakatipu and a mile-high Remarkables Mountain. Many have compared Jack Point's opening to uphill openings for those Gullane in Scotland. But Darius Oliver of Golf Digest Australia is less in love, writing: 'Darby decided to attack the hills and get his holes as fast and as close to the lake as possible. Lake. as he perhaps
could. The result is an at times awkward combination of pretty impressive golf with some hard uphill and downhill slogs. Our ranking suggests Oliver is a minority opinion. 45 (67) RYE G.C. (OLD) England Douglas Rolland, H.S. Colt (1894), Sir Guy Campbell (1959) 6,308 yards, par 68 The great myth that Paradise has not changed in a century. In truth, during World War II, the Royal Army built boxes of pills and buried fuel tanks on
the existing course. Architect Guy Campbell returned the course in 1946, using a bulldozer to create new holes. To play such seemingly natural holes as the par-3 seventh on rye ties today, you never suspect. Paradise has long been considered the toughest par-68 on earth. This rating confirms this. 46 (61) MACHRIHANISH G.C. Campbelltown, Scotland Charles Hunter (1876), Sir Guy Campbell (1948) 6,462 yards, par 70 To reach
Machrihanish, Old Tom Morris need a train, steamer and long ride by carriage. Visitors today have to resort to almost the same mode, so the remote is Machrihanish, at the southern tip of Scotland's Kintyre Peninsula. This journey is rewarded, from the opening tee shot that the Bold will carry over the beach and the Atlantic tide on the left, to the remainder of the links in some of the most rugged dunes known for golf links. 47 (26)
BARNBOUGLE LOST FARM Bridport, Australia Bill Cor, Ben Crenshaw (2010) 6,849 yards, par 72 On a stretch across the river from sister Barnbugle Dunes (No. 16), with higher dunes but fewer of them, Lost Farm has not 18 but 20 holes, counting its two short holes. The design is dramatic and unusual, particularly the par-4 fifth, dogleg right along the river, whose blind tee shot resembles the 17th at St Andrews. Instead of old black
sheds, a high dune blocks the view of the fairway from the tee. Announced as Coore Design and Crenshaw, the plot conflicts kept Ben Crenshaw from participating. Bill Coore used the usual C'C design team, however. 48 YAS LINKS Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates Kyle Phillips (2010) 7,414 yards, par 72 Design American Kyle Phillips, whose breakout course was No.27 Kingsbarns in Scotland, Yas Links is part of a massive Arabian
Bay entertainment complex that includes Formula 1 racetrack and Ferrari World amusement park and the second 18 will soon begin construction. As the name suggestions, Phillips fashioned this as warm weather connections, using two million cubic yards of sand dredged from an adjacent pier to both give the layout shape and contour, then covering everything with the salt-tolerant Paspalum turf. Eight holes play along the huge
intracoastal waterway that leads to the Persian Sea, including holes 14 to 18, the most invigorating stretch. 49 (40) ROYAL TROON G.C. (OLD) Scotland Charles Hunter (1878), Willie Fernie (1909), Martin Ebert (2014) 7202 yards, par 71 Appearances cheat at Royal It looks simple, almost docile, while the wind blows. Then, if you play to make sure The ninth hole in the wind, as is usually the case, the home nine becomes a long
march in a hard breeze, if not an ocean storm. Troon dates from 1878, received its royal title 100 years later. Few people know his famous 123-yard 8th, postage stamp, the shortest in British Open golf, was originally a blind par 3; The real green color was built only in 1910. In 2016, Royal Troon became the site of one of the most dramatic duels in open history, with Henrik Stenson prevailing over Phil Mickelson to win his first major
title. Photograph: David Cannon/Getty Images 50 (81) ANYANG C.C. Kunpo-shi, Kyonggi-Do, South Korea Chohei Miyazawa (1968), Robert Trent Jones Jr. (1997) 6,951 yards, par 72 Korea's oldest ranked course was carved from a thick tree cover in 1968 by Japanese golf architect Chohay Miyazawa, but it didn't become big until Robert Trent Jones Jr. reconstructed the layout in 1996, changing the shape of the greens,
rebunkering holes and adding some strategic ponds, notably on the two-par 3s, fourth and 17th. he returned to its original name in 2013. 51 (74) LOCH LOMOND G.C. Luss, Scotland Jay Morrish, Tom Weiskopf (1992) 7,100 yards, par 71 Jay Morrish and Tom Weiskopf were the first American architects to work in Scotland, not on the coast, but west of Glasgow on the banks of Loch Lomond. The design was mainly the work of
Weiskopf, who lived on site overseeing the construction while Morrish recovered from a heart attack at home. Opened in 1992, it is a graceful layout, the third, sixth, seventh and 18th holes, touching the shoreline, other winding through the inner dangers of oaks, sculptural bunkers, streams, swamp and pond. There are a couple of achievable par 4s, ninth and 14th, the latest favourite for Weiskopf's. 52 (36) NATIONAL G.C. CANADA
WOODBRIDGE, Ontario, Canada George Fazio, Tom Fazio (1974), Tom Fazio (2005) 7,235 yards, par 72 George Fazio once lost the U.S. Open to Ben Hogan's playoffs and his architecture reflects the kind of discipline needed to win this championship: tough well-guarded fairways, big, well bunkered, fast-paced greens and polished conditions. National G.C Canada reflects that and more, with gambling water hazards and double
doglegs. In 2005, Tom Fazio, who helped his uncle with the original 1974 design, rebunkered some holes and created a new par-4 16th. Photo: Popperfoto/Getty Images 53. CRUDEN BAY G.C. Scotland's Old Tom Morris, Archie Simpson (1899), Tom Simpson (1926), Tom McKenzie (2015) 6,615 yards, par 70 Cruden Bay is another wondrous reference, stretched along the grounds of high dunes with high dunes on the east blocking
views of the north coast. In the course, the holes lie among what has been described as stumpy dunes. They may well be, by with those at No.64 Trump International, but the route is excellent, cycle north, then south, crossing at eighth and 16th. there are many blind shots, including consecutive to the hidden punchbowl greens on the par-4 14th and par-3 15th (pictured below). Photograph: David Cannon/Getty Images 54. JACK
NICKLAUS G.C KOREA Incheon City, Korea Jack Nicklaus (2009) 7,470 yards, par 72 lying in the shade of skyscrapers in Songdo International Business District, is an impressive design by Nicklaus, who turned a flat, dull site into a surprisingly rolling, pine dotted layout with water on 11 holes, rightly distributed with six dangers left and right. Despite the fact that the site is inland, artificial rocks, edging most lakes, create the
impression of uneven coastline. Jack Nicklaus Golf Club of Korea hosted the 2015 Presidents Cup, won by Team USA captain Jay Haas over an international side led by Nick Price. It was the first Presidents Cup contested in Asia. 55 HAMILTON G. And C.C. (WEST/SOUTH) Ancaster, Ontario, Canada H.S. Colt (1915), Tom Clark (1999-2005) 6928 yards, par 70 Fascinating H.S. Colt layout, with holes routed in clusters of triangles,
crossing the hilly landscape both face and diagonally, with winding streams, through winding fairways. Tom Clark, who spent 25 years as a consultant architect, rebuilt the greenery and quietly removed many trees to provide a playroom and showcase the contours of the land. More recently, Englishman Martin Ebert has been brought in to restore Colt's bunkering style. Hamilton has hosted the Canadian Open three times since 2003.
56 (38) FANCOURT (LINKS) George, South Africa Gary Player, Phil Jacobs (2000) 7,578 yards, par 73 Created by Gary Player and then partner Phil Jacobs from a dead flat airfield, more than 760,000 cubic yards of land were sped and piled up to create the first artificial links in South Africa. (The player later added a similarly themed Bramble Hill G.C next door.) They used the cool grass season to promote bounce and roll on their
topsy-turvy fairways. The greens, mostly long and thin or wide and shallow, are protected by pot bins. Links hosted the 2003 Presidents Cup, as well as the 2005 South African Open and the 2012 Volvo on the European Tour. 57 (46) ROYAL LYTHAM AND ST. ANNES G.C. England George Lowe (1897), H.S. Colt (1923), Martin Ebert (2010) 7,118 yards, par 70 perhaps the least dramatic looking references in the Open Company,
mainly because it is surrounded by houses and a railway line, with the sea coast being hundreds of yards away and never in sight. Lytham boasts more than 200 bunkers, most of them built a century ago when the club was declared a pioneer of natural bunkering. His par-3 first hole is unusual, while his finish, six straight par 4s, is a terrific challenge that was, in 2011, the downfall of Adam Scott and the triumph of Ernie Els. Royal
Lytham next hosts the 2018 Ricoh Women's British Open. 58 (89) FAIRMONT JASPER PARK PARK LODGE G.C. Jasper, Alberta, Stanley Thompson (1926), W. H. Brinkworth (1948) 6,663 yards, par 71 Jasper Park actually lies further north than other Alberta Stanley Thompson Thompson No 87 Banff Springs, and is a great addition to it. The route has holes lined with each prominent mountain peak in the distance. Thompson
typical of sprawling bunkers everywhere, some staggered diagonally through the line of play, others on the margins hole, poking out from under tree lines. Built in 1925 by hand labor of about 200 people, holes are carved through fir, aspen and silver birch, and the stones were stacked and covered with earth to create greenery like one on a short par-3 15, a shot so erratic it's like a stab in the back of a slumbering sea lion. Courtesy of
Fairmont Hotels and Resorts 59 (79) SENTOSA G.C. (SERAPONG) Singapore Ron Frim (1983), Gene Bates (2007) 7,420 yards, par 71 took years to build the Serapong course back in the early 1980s. The site was a mangrove swamp filled with about three million cubic meters of dredging sand from Singapore Harbour. Designer Ron Frame, a globe-trotting American, routed as many holes as he could along the water's edge,
bringing the now famous Dragon Tail, looping holes, four to six, from the island fairways around the tidal basin. He was recently rebunkered by architect Gene Bates, whose then partner Andrew Johnston is now the club's director of agronomy. Sentosa has one of the legendary backgrounds in the game, the Singapore skyline. T-60 (53) CASTLE STUART G.C. Inverness, Scotland Gil Hanse, Mark Parsinen (2009) 7009 yards, par 72
After he completed Kingsbarns (No.27), owner Mark Parsinen found another perfect spot further north on the moray back of the Moray Firth. Golf architect Gil Hans and associate Jim Wagner hand-built Castle Stuart, with Parsinen involved on every hole. Each nine opens with holes framed by the edge of the shore on one side, and a high bluff on the other. Then every nine moves to the mezzanine level, where the views are
spectacular and a few infinity greens seem to be sitting on the rocks just above the sea. Castle Stuart has hosted several Scottish Open championships. Parsinen's dream is to host the Open Championship. T-60 WOODHALL Spa G.C (HOTCHKIN) Lincolnshire, England Harry Vardon (9, 1905), H.S. Colt (9, 1912), S.V. Hotchkin, Sir Guy Campbell (1926), Tom Doak (2018) 7,080 yards, par 73 This par-73 layout is named after
obscure architect S.W. Hotchkin, who acquired the club in the early 1920s and reconstructed a course that consisted of 1905 nine Harry Vardon and 1912 nine H.S. Colt. Hotchkin tinkered with the lovely, earth-hugging wasteland layout until his death in 1953, producing what some call Britain's most ferocious bunkers. Some are hidden from view, others are steep and deep, and some are ringed with heather. Recent works include the
restoration of Tom Duck. 62 EMIRATES G.C. (MAJLIS) Dubai, United Arab Emirates Carl Litten (1988), Tim Lobb, Ross Perrett (2014) 7301 yards, par 72 When Emirates G.C. first opened in 1988, it was literally an oasis desert, the first all-grass golf course built in the Middle East. Now he sits in in of more than a hundred tall buildings and thousands of palm trees and deciduous trees replanted on the site. Developed by American Carl
Litten, who previously specialized in residential development courses in Florida, the Majlis course looks like a transplant in Florida, with five lakes, in the coming eight-hole game. Where he usually plots housing a lot, Litten is maintained as a desert. Some of these areas have now become homes. David Cannon/Getty Images 63 NR Tokyo G.C. Sayama City, Saitama Prefecture, Japan Komei Ohtani (1939), Gil Hanse (2010-'18) 6915
yards par 72 This total disbelief, that Toyko G.C. was designed by K.H. Alison, a talented Englishman who visited Japan in the early 1930s and changed the architecture of the country's golf with such fields as the No.13 Chirono and the No.26 Kavanagh Hotel. Alison did a design course for Tokyo in 1932, but his land was requisitioned by the Imperial Army in the run-up to World War II. The club moved to a new layout designed by
Japanese architect Komey Ohtani in 1939, while Alison's course became a potato fields. That's not to keep golf architect Gil Hanse, who has done an extensive renovation of Tokyo G.C. over the past 10 years, to fashion features that reflect Alison rather than Ohtani's design philosophy. Michael Wolf/@BamaBearcat 64 (71) ROYAL ABERDEEN G.C. (BALGOWNIE) Scotland's Robert Simpson (1888), James Braid (1925), Martin
Hawtrey (2011) 6,910 yards, par 71 One of Scotland's least known great connections has been further overshadowed in recent years by his new north, Trump International Links Golf Scotland. Royal Aberdeen's front nine runs north in dramatic dunes along the coastline, with the inner nine retreating inland along the soft terrain of the club. While the final stretch may be a little underwhelming visually, its openings are just as testing.
Links saw several touchups by Martin Hawtree before the 2011 Walker Cup, which mostly included the addition of bunkers and a new green on the 15th hole. Photograph: David Cannon/Getty Images 65 (77) PARAPARAUMU BEACH G.C. New ealand James Watt (1930), Alex Russell (1952) 6,603 yards par 71 Rare genuine sand-to-sand links in New York, James Watt built a course on the Capitol coast north of Wellington in two
sections, one nine in 1930, another in 1937. The new owners took charge in 1949 and decided to redevelop it, hiring Alex Russell, an Australian champion golfer who turned to design the course after working with Alistair McKenzie. Russell spent six weeks on the property changing dunes and creating splashy bins. Two years later he came back and changed the bunker face from sand to turf because strong winds constantly eroded
the steep sand of his face. The club has retained a number of mature trees throughout to act as a buffer against the wind. 66 (95) PRESTWICK G.C Ayrshire, Scotland Old Tom Morris (12, 1851), Charles Hunter (6, 1883) 6908 yards, par 71 We should rejoice in that the World 100 Greatest has a place on on One museum piece of golf architecture is a genuine relic from a time when golfers played across a rugged country without the
benefit of a clearly mown lawn and invitation targets. The third hole requires the forced transfer of the notorious cardinal bunker. There's a blind tee shot over a ridge dubbed the Himalayas in the par-3 fifth green, a blind approach knocked off the slope on the 15th green and another blind approach over the dunes known as the Alps to reach the green on the par-4 17th. Prestwick has taken 24 open championships, but none since 1925.
It doesn't matter. This anachronism design is worth keeping. 67 (29) HAESLEY NINE BRIDGES Yeoju County, South Korea David Dale (2009) 7,256 yards, par 72 Don't confuse this course with the No.18 Club at Nine Bridges, designed by Ronald Frem and his partner David Dale. Both have the same owner, but this one Dale has just designed. Nine bridges are located on Jeju Island; Haysley is close to Seoul. Nine Bridges has
revetted bunkers; Haesley has the big, bold flashed-sand ones. Nine Bridges has a green island at 18; Haesley has a par 4 with a fairway island and a green island, and a mountain waterfall on another hole that will make Donald Trump jealous. Haesley Nine Bridges opened in 2009 and hosted the CJ Invitational on the Korean Golf Tour in 2011-2013, winning twice to host K.J. Choi. In 2017, CJ became the PGA Tour tournament in
the US and was played on - you guessed it - the other Nine Bridges. 68 (83) OLD HEAD OF KINSALE County Cork, Ireland Ron Kirby, Eddie Hackett, Paddy Merrigan, Joe Carr (1996), Ron Kirby (2013) 7,159 yards, par 72 In the 1980s, the golf potential of this 220-acre swollen thumb of land poking in the Atlantic Ocean was a lot of architects' courses excited. The work went to American Ron Kirby, once Gary Player's design partner,
and then design partner Jack Nicklaus. He consulted with Irish legends Paddy Merrigan, Eddie Hackett, Joe Carr and Liam Higgins. Kirby lived on this site for two years, determined to find the perfect routing that would maximize the rocky ocean cliffs that surround the peninsula. It opened in 1996 with nine holes along ledges 300 feet above the surf. Kirby recently added another, moving par-3 13th to cling along the oceanside. 69 (65)
LEOPARD K.C. Malelaine, player Gary, Phil Jacobs (1998), Ernie Els, Greg Letsche (2007) 7,288 yards, par 72 Designed to merge with his Bushvelt neighborhoods, that with Kruger National Park and Crocodile River to the north and west, Gary Player designed Leopard Creek is really more like a polished, flawless American layout, with an artificial stream on the diagonal cutting of the first and 14-1 , the fifth, 15th, 16th and 18th
greens are guarded by stone ponds and the par-5 ninth green on the island. But no course in America has views on giraffes, hippos and crocodiles in the wild. 70 MID OCEAN CLUB Tucker's Town, Bermuda Charles Blair McDonald, Seth Raynor (1923), Tom Doc (2014-'15) 6548 yards, par 71 It's This The lone international design of C.B. Macdonald, made in the early 1920s with his loyal assistant Seth Raynor, who, according to ship
records, made most of the trips to the place. Inspired by the 18th Amendment, which imposed a ban on alcohol in America, McDonald and his partners bought a bunch of onion and potato fields for the course. McDonald used his pet pattern holes mostly on the par 3s - Short, Eden, Biarritz and Redan all represented - but the par-4 fifth is outstanding, with his bite-off-that-you-dare tee shot over Mangrove Lake. NARUO G.C Inagawa,
Hyogo, Japan Rokuro Akaboshi, Shiro Akaboshi (1929), K.H. Alison (1930), Harry K. Crane (1948) 6,564 yards, par 70 The most mountainous of Japanese courses ranked on our world's 100 Greatest, Naruo reminds many Americans of the courses found on the Monterey Peninsula, with hilly fairways cut by ravines that run into the sea lined dense Monterey-like pines. Originally developed in 1920 by brothers Harry, Bert and Joseph
Crane, it was rebunkered by K.H. Alison during his 1930s tour of the country. With this dramatic deep bunkering, Naruo looks both lovely and deadly. Only flat greens, many hilltop locations seem out of place. 72 (66) WALTON HIT G.C. (OLD) Walton-on-the-Hill, England Herbert Fowler (1904), Donald Steele (2011) 6,865 yards, par 72 Herbert Fowler's early design, made in 1904, is an off-and-back routing with rippling fairways, tight
lawn, cross bunkers, ground greens hugging and fields of heather, all borrowed from coastal ties. One writer suggested Walton Heath ranks with Pine Valley as the best neophyte design in golf. It opens with a par-3, closes with five stern holes, including the par-5 16th, which is played as a long four for the tournament. Donald Steele changed holes and added length at the beginning of this century. 73 (45) VICTORIA G.C. Melbourne,
Australia William Meador, Oscar Damman (1927), Alistair McKenzie (1927), Mike Clayton, Geoff Ogilvy, Mike Cockering (2015) 6888 yards, par 72 Located kitten-corner across the road from Royal Melbourne, Victoria Golf Club is home to stars Peter Thomson and Geoff Ogilvy. It was originally designed by several club founders. Alistair McKenzie made bunkering proposals during a 1926 visit, a change later implemented by Alex
Russell. Victoria has less greens than on other famous Melbourne courses, and the bunkers are hard against the collars to make them play even tougher. Once heavily wooded, consulting architect Michael Clayton is slowly removing many trees. 74 (51) CAPILANO G.C.C West Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada Stanley Thompson (1937), Doug Carrick (2016) 6,706 yards, par 70 Capilano, certainly Old School updated to the
present day. Stanley Thompson's design is now more than 80 years old, with fairways lined with towering Douglas fir, hem and cedar, all giving the erroneous that the corridors are narrow. Thompson's bunkering is impressive and prolific. In recent years, Carrick rebuilt three greens and expanded others to accommodate the desired green speeds from 10 to 11 on a stimmeter. With an elevated first tee, the city of Vancouver, five miles
to the south, is visible, and the last six holes provide outstanding views of the coastal ridge, especially Hollyburn Mountain. 75 (55) WATERVILLE G. LINKS Ireland Eddie Hackett (1972), Tom Fazio (2003) 7,355 yards, par 72 Waterville has several superb dune holes, near Ballinskelligs Bay, and several laid out in the former potato fields. Original owner John Mulcacky and 1947 Masters champion Claude Harmon (Butch's father)
collaborated with Irish golf architect Eddie Hackett in the early 1970s design. Ten years ago, Tom Fazio added a new par-3 sixth par-4 seventh hole and changed 13 others, adding new tees, greens and much-needed humps and bumps on the flat front nine. T-76 (35) BLUFFS HO TRAM STRIP Ho Tram, Vietnam Greg Norman (2014) 6,855 yards, par 71 This is a 2014 design by Greg Norman, an Australian who currently lives in
Florida, so it's no surprise that the Bluffs Ho Tram is very reminiscent of the Florida golf course, Jupiter Hills. Like Jupiter, it is separated from the ocean highway, but plays through dramatic sand dunes, covered with tropical vegetation, has joint fairways and even a couple of pairs of 3s to play from the shared dune-top tee field of complex greens in opposite directions. As the name suggests, Bluffs has some dramatic heights, with a
long par-3 15th green at its highest point, 165 feet above the South China Sea. 2015 Khalid Redza/Asian Tour/Getty Images T-76 (87) HIGHLANDS LINKS Ingonish Beach, Nova Scotia, Canada Stanley Thompson (1941), Ian Andrew (2011) 6,592 yards, par 72 On the opposite coast of Nova Scotia from Cabot Cliffs (No.11) and Cabot Links (T-35) is an 80-year-old Highlands Links in Cape Breton, Sterling Stanley Thompson design
routed to give golfers a full coastal experience, from the ocean to the river and the deep forest. Thompson even formed green mounds to mimic some mountain ranges in the distance. National Park Operations, The Highlands has long been criticized for spotty maintenance, but after the 2010 floods, serious efforts by Canadian golf architect Ian Andrew were undertaken to restore its brilliance and improve its turf quality. 78 ROYAL
SINKE PORTS G.C Deal, Kent, England Tom Dunn (1895), Sir Guy Campbell (1949), Martin Ebert (2007) 7,367 yards, par 72 Rest just three miles from Royal St George '28), Royal Cinque Ports links rolling snow-ocean sand dunes with some holes to play from a single ridge that runs the length of the property. Cinque (pronounced sank) Ports hosted two British Opens, in 1909 was won by J H Taylor, and 1920 won by George
Duncan. In 1915, 1938 and 1949, it was planned to hold three more, but the combination of the Second World War and the ocean forced officials to move the championship to another place every time. The current course is very different from Tom Dunn's Design. Before the 1920 Open, James Braid rearranged the layout, adding several new holes, including all four of the current par 3s. In the process, he gave up a favorite, blind par-3
fourth, called Sandy Parlour, but his replacement fourth, playing from dune to ocean, became a favorite as well. 79 NR METROPOLITAN G.C. Melbourne, Australia J.B. McKenzie (1908), Alistair McKenzie (1926), Neil Crafter, Paul Mogford (2016) 7066 yards, par 72 Metropolitan was designed by club members J.B. McKenzie and C.W. Chapman in 1908 and was revised in 1926 by the famous architect Alistair McKenzie as part of his
two-month visit to Australia. But the current design is the work of American architect Dick Wilson, who added eight new holes in the late 1950s. Wilson also revised the remaining holes to reflect his philosophy that golf is designed to play by air. Bunkers front almost every green and pinch almost every fairway. In 2018, Metro hosted the PGA Tour World Golf Championships. 80 (85) ROYAL ADELAIDE G.C. Seaton, South Australia,
Australia Cargie Rymill, C.L. Gardiner (1905), Alistair McKenzie (1925), Tom Doak (2015-'17) 6,557 yards, par 73 Herbert Rymill, chairman of the club's green committee, are credited with designing a new course for the club in the sand dunes near Seaton in 1905. During the year, Rymill teamed up with other members in conjunction with a improvement plan. It took until 1910 to implement its changes, which included 90 bunkers,
many of which were criticised by Alistair McKenzie when he inspected the course in 1926. Rymill offered to oversee any redesign McKenzie offered, but instead McKenzie had his representative, Alex Russell, restore the bins to their now-famous McKenzie style. Russell returned in 1951 and oversaw more modifications. More recently, Australian Michael Clayton has rebuilt a few holes. 81 (72) ROYAL LIVERPOOL G.C Hoylak,
England's Robert Chambers, Georgie Morris (1871), H.S. Colt (1920), Martin Hawtree (2010) 6,907 yards, par 72 Hoylake is a mock-contrast-series of magnificent natural holes in coastal sand dunes (holes attributed to 1930s H.S. Colt reconstruction), with less scenic beginnings and finishing interior on dead flat lands. However, the first hole, a stern dogleg-right around the inside off limits, is considered one of the most test holes in the
links of golf. A dozen years ago, this writer suggested that Royal Liverpool, who had not seen the Open since 1967, was past its prime ministership as the venue for the Championship. Since then he has hosted two Opens, won in 2006 by Tiger Woods and in 2014 by Rory McIlroy. Hoylak will definitely stay on the Open Company. Photograph: David Cannon/Getty Images 82. (NR) I'm not LE GOLF NATIONAL GC (Albatross) Robert
von Hagge, Hubert Chesno (1990), Ross McMurray Guyancourt, France 7,331 yards, par 71 Championship 18 on multiple courses at Le Golf National may well be an albatross around the neck of 2018 American Ryder Cup teammates, given their lopsided loss loss Europeans. But they couldn't blame the Albatross course, a Florida-style design by the late Robert von Hagge, who is thrilled with the sculpture courses with massive
humps and bumps that cast shadows at noon and carving out water hazards at every turn. What the European team was going for him was getting to know the design as he hosted the French Open for decades. Ahead of the Ryder Cup, French officials insisted that the only design credit should be given to French landscape architect Hubert Chesneau (who was a consultant on the project), but was soon debunked as von Hagge's style
was clearly seen. 83 SIAM C.C. (OLD) Pattaya, Thailand Ichisuke Izumi (1970), Lee Schmidt, Brian Curley (2007) 7162 yards, par 72 Originally designed by Japanese architect Ichisuke Izumi, Siam Country Club was only the country's second course when it opened in 1970. It was built on the so-called Pattaya Desert, and Izumi came up with a special compost to turn sterile sand into soil to grow grass. Previously, Siam was known for
its sharply contoured greenery and gentle bunkering. In 2006, Americans Lee Schmidt and Brian Curley reconstructed everything by changing parallel holes into curved fairways, adding ponds and moving greenery while keeping these legendary Siam wavy put surfaces. 84 (T-68) GANTON G.C. Yorkshire, England Tom Chisholm, Robert Bird (1891) 6998 yards, par 71 Not everyone was in love with Ganton, the home club of the great
Harry Vardon. Back in 1949, American Rider Cooper's Jimmy Demaret described the course, still recovering from World War II, as a kind of Pennsylvania Turnpike with trees. He has grown up a lot since then. Situated on a pocket of sand in an otherwise interior landscape of clay and rock, Gunton plays firm and quickly with holes hemmed in by a blooming gorse. Among the challenging dangers of the course are more than 110
bunkers with vertical edges, many of which are deep enough to require wooden steps. Bernard Darwin famously said golfers playing Gunton suffer either a gritty or prickly disaster. 85 (62) SHESHAN INTERNATIONAL G.C. Shanghai, China Neil Haworth, Robin Nelson (2004) 7,199 yards, par 72 Sheshan International, at the base of Mount Sheshan, according to some, is Augusta National of China because of its luxurious air
conditioning. The stylistic design, by Canadian Neil Haworth and his late partner Robin Nelson, includes a small forest, a canal, several artificial ponds and a small, deep stone quarry over which both managed the par-4 16th and long par-3 17th play. Sheshan has been the organizer of the annual HSBC World Golf Championships event since 2005. 86 (88) SPRING CITY GOLF AND LAKE RESORT (LAKE) Kunming, Yunnan
Province, China Robert Trent Jones Jr. (1995) 7204 yards, par 72 This Robert Trent Jones Jr. design on the shoreline of Lake Yang Tsong Hai (as magnificent as a lake Opened a year after the Club Mountain Course, Jack Nicklaus Design. Holes on the Lake Course Course along the acrobatic slope leading to the lake. The opening and closing holes sit at the highest spot, and the impressive trio lead down at the water's edge: the par-
3 eighth, plunging 100 feet down to the peninsula green, the par-5 ninth with the lake hard against the right edge, and the par-3 10th, over Lake Bay on the rock green. 87 BANFF SPRINGS CITY CSE. (STANLEY THOMPSON) Banff, Alberta, Canada Stanley Thompson (1929), Les Furber (1999) 6,938 yards, par 71 Where the No.68 Old Head in Ireland plays along the top of the slopes, Banff in the Canadian Rocky Mountains of
Alberta lies under slopes, with almost vertical cliffs of Mount Randle towering 3,000 feet almost every fairway. The course, another masterful design by Canadian Stanley Thompson, is tucked into a narrow Y-shaped valley formed by the Bow and Spray rivers. Bunkering in Banff could be the best of Thompson's career. There are 150 of them, often in circular clusters, with ebbs and flows in their shapes that reflect mountain peaks.
Courtesy: Fairmont Hotels and Resorts 88 (NR) TRUMP INTERNATIONAL G. LINKS DOONBEG Ireland Greg Norman (2002), Martin Hawtrey (2014-'16) 6,885 yards, par 72 According to some, a masterpiece by Greg Norman, on a site that the chief champion/turned designer was once called the best he's ever seen, a minimalist design set among some of Ireland's best sand dunes, just a few miles from No.17 Ballybunion and No
31hin Lachhin. Norman routing along natural seams between high hills, simply mowing most fairways and greens, and scratching a few cutouts into the sides of the dunes to create sand bunkers. Hard against the Atlantic, which can be tough, Doonbeg suffered a storm of damage around the same time as then-game-show host Donald Trump bought the resort and rebranded it to his name. In 2015, British architect Martin Hawtrey,
who made No 42 of Trump International Golf Links in Scotland, was brought in to bring back the erosion holes, sixth and ninth, and change 11 others. 89 NR BA NA HILLS G.C Da Nang, Vietnam Brit Stenson, Luke Donald (2016) 7,857 yards, par 72 Ba Na Hills billed as the first golf course design by Luke Donald, once the top-ranked professional golfer in the world. While Donald has made several visits to the site, the hard work has
been done by veteran golf architect Brit Stenson, an in-house designer course for the International Management Group, which acts as an agent for Donald and many other athletes. (Stenson has ghostly designs for many IMG golf customers.) Routed in the foothills of Vietnam's Ba On Mountain Range, half an hour's drive from DaNang, the layout is a gently rolling, heavily bunkering affair, with waterways of some kind on 13 holes and
fairways amid hills of heavy forest. The most unusual aspect of Ba Na Hills is that its fairways are lined with one or two row of tall trees that hide many equally high lampposts along each hole. Ba Na is the only on the World 100 Greatest, which is ignited for a night game, and heat and humidity in Vietnam, it's not a bad idea. 90 NR AYODHYA LINKS G.C. Ayutthaya, Thailand's Peter Thomson, Ross Perrett, Tim Lobb (2007) 7,626
yards, par 72 Site Ayodhya Links didn't look promising for Australian architects Ross Perrett and Tim Lobb at first glance. It was a flat, treeless swamp near Bangkok. To build a championship-caliber golf course on such a property, the architects had to drain the swamp. They did this by excavating canals and ponds. This caused fill tees, fairways and greens, which they formed into endless humps and rolls. So maybe it's links like,
though artificial and far from the ocean. Today, Ayodhya has water in play on every hole, lagoons all over the front and back nines, with the ninth and 18th along the shoreline of the great lake. Across the same lake is the island of green par-3 12. An estimated 10,000 trees have been planted to add beauty and while the turf conditions at this exclusive private club are considered luxurious, the course boasts membership in the Audubon
Co-operative Sanctuary program, so it should be a growing lawn with sustainable techniques and less chemicals. 91 (70) CABO DEL SOL (OCEAN) Los Cabos, Mexico Jack Nicklaus (1994) 7091 yards, par 72 When Jack Nicklaus first saw this site of the Baja Peninsula that best can be described as Scottsdale-meets-sea Cortez, his thought was: This is my chance to develop Pebble Beach. He took full advantage of this opportunity,
developing an exciting routing that plays from the highlands of desert cacti over dry washes to the sea on both nines. When the layout opened in 1994, Nicklaus said it had three of golf's best finishing holes. This may still be true 24 years later, given that the greens at 16, 17 and 18 were all sitting on top of a cliff above the crashing surf of Whale Bay. 92 ST. ANDREWS BEACH G. CSE. Fingal, Victoria, Australia Tom Dook, Mike
Clayton (2004) 6,642 yards, par 70 It was Tom Doak's first draft landed in Australia and his first collaboration with Mike Clayton as well. (They will also be the team to also create the No.16 Barnbougle Dunes.) Located just an hour south of Melbourne on the Mornington Peninsula, it is not quite in Australia's famous sand mint, but close enough. The layout is found mainly on former pastures, with some holes in sand dunes and others in
the groves of lunar trees. The course, which opened in 2004, is not as visually entertaining as others in Australia. Its character lies in the intricacies of bunkering and green contours, surrounded by a tightly mowed lawn. St. Andrews Beach is perhaps the most minimalist of any Doak design. Only four days have been spent moving the ground for fairways and greens, Doak says. 93 (97) KVERSCIA C.C Los Cabos, Baja Sur, Mexico
Tom Fazio (2000) 7050 yards, par 72 Located a few miles up the road from Cabo del Sol (rated T-91), this one Fazio design opened in 2000. The route wanders a rugged high desert plateau on the outer nine, to the sea of Cortez, hopscotching dramatic dramatic on the par-3 eighth. After reaching a distant point on the par-5 ninth, the course turns to the house on a similar terrain, through two more prominent par 3s, 11th and 14th.



Other holes have a humpback fairway and greens tucked away under huge outcrops of rocks. One controversial note is the royal palm trees planted in many desert areas near the greenery. They seem too artificial among local desert plants. 94 KINLOH G.C. New zealand Jack Nicklaus (2007) 7,364 yards, par 72 Built along the base of volcanic slopes on the North Island of New York, a three-hour drive south of Auckland, this
outstanding Jack Nicklaus design was launched in 2001 but not completed until 2007. His slow pregnancy gave Nicklaus and his builders time to fine-tune each function, including routing, which covers all possible slopes and directions. The land just cascaded to Lake Taupo, said Chris Cochran, a longtime Nickaus senior designer who helped Nicklaus design, as did design coordinator Brian Pollock, who lived on the site for two
years. We wanted to mimic the environment, says Cochran, creating natural, distressed-looking bunkers and greenery that blend perfectly. The resulting fairways that ripple and rumble from side to side and greens are sometimes drowned in the folds of the ground. Rock outcrops are frequent hazards in the rough, and several greenery are protected by artificial fault lines that look incredibly natural as the ground fell after a tremor. 95
(92) EUROPEAN CLUB Brittas Bay, County Wicklow, Ireland Pat Ruddy (1992, 2000-'11) 7377 yards, par 71 One of the newest courses to be built on authentic Irish links, european club is a lifelong achievement of Pat Ruddy, a golf writer from the 1960s and an architect of golf since 1975. He mortgaged his house to buy the land and spent five years designing and building it. It opened in 1992 and is still a family business. Difficult
against the Arclow Bay Irish Sea, the European club rolls through an indomitable landscape with pot bunkers lined up in rail ties and two extra par-3 holes. It's not always linklike: routing has a return nine, a swamp off the seventh tee, a pond in front of the 18th green and no blind shot anywhere. Ruddy says he was once offered to sell it for 22 million pounds and handed over it. This makes the Irish design priceless. 96 (NR)
PORTSTEWART G.C. (Strand) Northern Ireland AG Gue (1910), Willie Park Jr.(1913), De Griffin, Michael Moss (1992) 7004 yards, par 72 While golf architect Willie Park Jr. made the violin with multiple holes in 1913, Portstwart in Course Strand was mostly amateur architects. A.V. Ou, a greengrocer from nearby Portrush, staked out the original course by 1910. Eighty years later, math teacher De Griffin, who was the green chairman
of Portstewart, and Moss, the club's secretary, added seven new holes, from second to eighth, in dramatic dunes. Mike Stahura, Golf Digest's longtime senior equipment editor and savvy savvy The design is positive, describes its dramatic setting: The first tee on the Strand is set on high dunes as you shoot the kingdom, with the beach and the waves down to your right and all county Antrim ahead. Unsurprisingly, the TV series Game
of Thrones used the nearby land as scene-stealing. 97 (98) NATIONAL G.C. (MOONAH) Cape Shank, Victoria, Australia Greg Norman (2001) 7192 yards, par 72 Nothing on this Greg Norman design looks manufactured or flimsy. The fairways come out of the rolling topography, the greens are positioned on the class and the gnarled bunkering is sunk into the ground, never propped over it. Some tees are located atop hills posing to
carry ravines, but bounce and roll in the game here. With generous goals surrounded by huge, dry, domed hills, Moon's course seems eeriely like the one in African Veldta. Do not be surprised to see a giraffe blade near one of the squat, umbrella-like moon trees scattered along the slopes of the hills. 98 NR TRALEE G.C. Ireland Arnold Palmer, Ed Si, Bob Walker (1984), Brandon Johnson (2013) 6,975 yards, par 72 Tralee, on rugged
sand dunes riding Tralee Bay in the southwest corner of Ireland, have long been considered arnold Palmer's best design. Working with architect Ed Siem (a partner at design firm Arnie) and their associate Bob Walker, the layout was fashioned in the early 1980s in the same way that Norman later routed Doonbeg, by placing green plots and then scouring the landscape to figure out the natural fairways that would lead to them. Tralee
is a fascinating design, starting along high cliffs like Pebble Beach, and finishing in high dunes similar to those found in the No.17 Ballybunion. Seven years ago, Brandon Johnson, part of the newest generation of Palmer Design, added a new alternate par-3 seventh on the ground just screaming to be used as a hole. 99 (100) WESTERN GAILES G.C. Scotland's Willie Fernie (1894), Fred W. Hawtrey (1975) 7014 yards, par 71 last to
make the list of perhaps the least known great old Scottish ties. West Gailes is located north of the Royal Throne, near the Firth of Clyde, compressed to the east by active railway tracks, and thus its north-south routing again and between rolling sand dunes seems much tougher than its neighbours. Holes are one to four, all par 4s, head north and then from five to March 13 because of the south along the beach, with fairways mostly
directed to the southeast or southwest. Closing five play is due to north and sport some of the most intense bunkering at 18. The club insists Fred Morris, his first greenkeeper has set out the course, but we say Willie Fernie, who also did Troon, did it. 100 NR GLENEAGLES HOTEL G.C. (King's) Scotland James Kosa, H.K. Hutchison (1919) 6,790 yards, par 71 Built just after World War I by James Kosa, with the help of the then
novice designer K.K. and diligently preserved for the last hundred years, the King's Course at the Gleneagles Hotel has been overshadowed by the hotel once-in-a-1, Jack Nicklaus designed the PGA Centennial Course, which hosted the 2014 Ryder Cup. But for golf architecture enthusiasts, and Golf Digest panellists, King is still king, (Braid, incidentally, has always considered the king to be his best work.) The course wriggles along a
new topography full of odd elephant-shaped mounds, humps and sharp sips lined with pine, fir, heather and salt. It's a nice walk, but a tough test of golf. Over the decades, various publications have listed the various Gleneagles holes as the best in the world, including the longest, uphill par-4 fourth, the dinky Denty Den 14th, now a manageable par 4 thanks to cutting-edge technology, and a short par-4 17th with its wasp waist
fairway. But the hole everyone needs to see to believe is the par-3 fifth, Het Girdle, his green pan turned upside down with the bunkers gouged in his hand. MOST WORLD 100 COURSE SAMPLES 13 H.S. COLT (SIX ORIGINALS, SEVEN REMODELS) 13 Martin HAWTRY (ONE ORIGINAL, 12 REMODELS) 11 Tom Duck (FOUR ORIGINALS, SEVEN) 9 Martin Ebert (ALL REMODELS) MOST ORIGINAL DESIGNS ON THE LIST 7
Old Tom Morris (ALSO HAS TWO REMODELS) RELATED: 2020 American Express: Adam Long's surprise Palm Springs win has not lost a single : GOLF DIGEST Please go to Internet Explorer 11 or use another web browser. Browser.
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